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Abstract
Background: The agri-food industry has prioritized varieties with good quality fruit of vegetables such as tomatoes.  Tomato fruit cracking
is a physiological disorder that occurs due to genetic and environmental factors and causes fruit damage and reduce fruit quality, resulting
in great economic losses. Objective: The objective of this study was to identify genotypes resistant and susceptible, determine selection
criteria for fruit cracking resistance, inheritance of tomato fruit cracking and determine the selection method to develop superior tomatoes
that are reistant to tomato fruit cracking. Material and Methods: A randomized complete block design was used to select parental plants
based on fruit cracking index and determine the selection criteria based on correlation analysis, path analysis and heritability. Resistant
genotype and susceptible genotype used as parent in six generation with Mendel analysis were used to determine the inheritance of
tomato fruit cracking. Results: Results showed that the resistance genotypes to fruit cracking are IPBT4, IPBT56, IPBT60, IPBT64, IPBT83
and IPBT85 and the susceptible genotype in IPBT3. The resistance genotypes can be used as a donor parent for superior genotypes and
fruit cracking resistance. The number of locales and pericarp thickness can be used as selection criteria for fruit cracking resistance because
these have a high direct influence on fruit cracking and high heritability. Inheritance of tomato fruit cracking controlled by two pairs of
double resessive epistasis gene or complete dominance. Conclusion: The pedigree selection will be the best breeding method to develop
good line bred varieties with fruit cracking resistance. 
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INTRODUCTION

Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) is one of superior
horticulture commodities that has high nutrient content, is
cultivated widely around the world and constitutes a major
agricultural industry and it is the second most consumed
vegetable after potato1. It can be consumed freshly or after
further manufacturing processes and hence it has a good
market prospect. One of the biggest problems in tomato
cultivation is fruit cracking. Fruit cracking in tomatoes that are
of freshly consumed type can reduce the appearance of
tomato, leading to reduction in the amount of fruit that is
marketed. Regarding the processed tomato type, cracking can
allow the entry of pathogens, thereby resulting in a significant
loss of yield2-7.
Fruit cracking is a physiological disorder and a complex

phenomenon caused by several factors. It occurs because of
the changes in the rapid growth rate of the fruit due to
genetic and environmental factors8. Tomatoes that are
susceptible to fruit cracking exhibit a large size, a thin rind, a
thin pericarp and less number of fruit per plant9. Fruit cracking
in chilli is correlated with fruit length, fruit diameter and
length-to-diameter ratio of the fruit10.
Environmental factors that influence fruit cracking include

rainfall, temperature, light intensity and humidity3,11-14, which
are difficult to control. Cultivation technique treatments can
reduce the losses caused by fruit cracking. However, such
treatments are temporary and ineffective because they need
to be done in every planting season and are expensive. The
use of resistant varieties against fruit cracking is a more
effective solution13. Genetic analysis of resistance to fruit
cracking is an initial strategy of selection to produce resistant
varieties15.

Information regarding studies of inheritance pattern of
resistance to fruit cracking has been inconsistent. The AVRDC16

reported that fruit cracking in tomato is controlled by a single
simple gene. According to Young17, the radial type fruit
cracking is controlled by two pairs of a major gene, which are
cr  cr and lr  lr.  Furthermore, Amstrong and Tompson18 and
Hernandez and Nassar19 concluded that fruit cracking in
tomato is controlled by multiple genes that have a partial
dominant trait. Fruit cracking in chilli is dominant with some
additive effect10. Emmons and Scot3 proved that controlling
fruit cracking genes is quantitative (polygenic).
The first step in plant breeding for the resistant varieties

is establishment of a base population with high diversity,
which    begins    with   the     collection    of    various   genetic

resources and then screening them to identify the resistance
genotypes20,21.   The  availability   of   genetic   diversity   will
determine the success of breeding programs22. The success of
the assembly plant is determined by the selection method and
the appropriate selection criteria20,23,24. The characters used as
selection criteria should be selected based on the value of
heritability as well as the relationship with the desired
character25. Correlation and path analysis is a method that is
widely used to study the relationship of closeness between
the characters to develop selection criteria and this method
has been used on a variety of crops, including tomato26 and
chilli27. The use of the correct selection method to obtain a
desired character requires information about the pattern of
inheritance of the character. This information is very useful in
the selection process so that the selection is more effective
and efficient. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the
inheritance pattern of fruit cracking resistance in tomato. The
aim of this study was to identify fruit cracking resistance
genotypes and determine the selection criteria and the
inheritance pattern of fruit cracking resistance in tomato, so
that the appropriate method for selecting the tomato varieties
resistant to fruit cracking can be recommended.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material and experimental design: The experimental
material consisted of genetically diverse 30 genotypes, viz.,
IPBT1,  IPBT3,  IPBT4,  IPBT6,  IPBT8,  IPBT13,  IPBT21,  IPBT23,
IPBT26,  IPBT30,  IPBT33,  IPBT34,  IPBT43,  IPBT53,  IPBT56, 
IPBT57,  IPBT58,  IPBT59,  IPBT60,  IPBT63,  IPBT64,  IPBT73,
IPBT74,  IPBT78,  IPBT80,  IPBT82,  IPBT83,  IPBT84,  IPBT85 and
IPBT86.   The    selected   30   genotypes  with  fruit  cracking
resistance were planted in a randomized complete block
design with three replications. The selection results provided
the genotypes resistant and susceptible to fruit cracking,
which were used as a parent for assessing the inheritance
pattern of tomato fruit cracking. Six generations of genetic
populations (P1,  P2,  F1,  BCP1,  BCP2  and  F2) with Mendel
analysis were used to determine the inheritance pattern of
fruit   cracking  in  tomato.  The P1  is  the  resistance  genotype 
and     P2  is    the   susceptible    genotype   for   fruit   cracking.
P1,  P2, F1 and F1R each consisted of 20 plants, F2 consisted of
±200 plants and BCP1 and BCP2 each consisted of 80 plants.

Observation   of   characters:   The   characters    that  were
observed for selecting plants with fruit cracking were height
of   plant   (cm),   leaf   length   (cm),   leaf   width  (cm),  day  to
flowering (hst), day to harvesting (hst), fruit length (cm), fruit
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diameter  (cm),   fruit   size   (cm),   thickness   of   the  flesh  of
fruit (mm), number of locules (locul), total soluble solids (brix),
fruit  hardness (kg cmG1), water content of fruit (%), number of
fruit per plant (fruit), weight per fruit (g), weight per plant (kg),
percentage of fruit cracking per plant (%), weight  percentage
of fruit cracking per plant (%) and the primary character of
Fruit Cracking Index (FCI). Calculation of fruit cracking index
was done using the following formula15:

(ni s c ore )
Fruit cracking index 100 100%

n m a ximum sc ore


  





where, ni is the number of fruit in the score against i (i = 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, maximum score: 4).

The  score  value  was  determined  based  on  “Crack
resistance  score”  method10,15,28-30 that  was  modified  as
follows: 0 =  No  fruit cracking, 1 = Little fruit cracking (<25%),
2 = Moderate fruit cracking (25‒50%), 3 = A rather heavy fruit
cracking  (50‒70%)  and  4  =   Heavy   fruit  cracking  (>75%).
Figure 1 shows an illustration of fruit cracking scores29,30.

Data analysis: Data of 30 genotypes for selection of fruit
cracking resistance were analyzed using analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Significant data were analyzed by Duncan’s
significant difference at 5%. The ANOVA was also used to
estimate  heritability  in  a  broad  sense.  Phenotype  and
genotype correlation analysis was conducted to determine the
relationship between the characters and path analysis was
used to determine the selection criteria that correlate  directly
with fruit cracking24,25,31. Inheritance pattern  of  fruit  cracking

was analyzed using six generations following the method of
Qi et al.15. The qualitative characters of fruit cracking were
analyzed using Mendel analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selection of fruit cracking resistance genotypes: The results
of ANOVA for the percentage of fruit cracking number and
percentage  of  fruit  cracking  weight per plant in Table 1
indicate that there are differences in resistance to fruit
cracking in the 30 tomato genotypes. Calculation of the fruit
cracking index resulted in five groups of fruit cracking
resistance, which were highly resistant, resistant, moderately
resistant, slightly susceptible and susceptible. This shows that
there was a genetic diversity in the tomato genotypes tested,
with different resistance patterns against fruit cracking.
Among the 30 genotypes, there were six genotypes that were
resistant  (IPBT4,  IPBT56,  IPBT60,  IPBT64,  IPBT83  and  IPBT85)

Table 1: Fruit cracking index (FCI) of 30 genotypes of tomato
Genotypes IPB Criteria No. Genotypes IPB Criteria
IPB T1 86.72 SS 16 IPB T57 99.33 R
IPB T3 68.33 S 17 IPB T58 98.07 R
PB T4 100.00 HR 18 IPB T59 99.67 R
IPB T6 99.70 R 19 IPB T60 100.00 HR
IPB T8 98.32 R 20 IPB T63 99.29 R
IPB T13 85.59 SS 21 IPB T64 100.00 HR
IPB T21 89.05 SS 22 IPB T73 83.66 SS
IPB T23 98.37 R 23 IPB T74 98.50 R
IPB T26 98.74 R 24 IPB T78 99.56 R
IPB T30 88.29 SS 25 IPB T80 99.79 R
IPB T33 80.84 SS 26 IPB T82 99.76 R
IPB T34 94.35 MR 27 IPB T83 100.00 HR
IPB T43 94.08 MR 28 IPB T84 99.84 T
IPB T53 97.35 R 29 IPB T85 100.00 HR
IPB T56 100.00 HR 30 IPB T86 85.51 SS
HR: Highly resistant, R: Resistant, MR: Moderately resistant, SS: Slightly
susceptible, S: Susceptible

Fig. 1(a-b): Scoring illustration of fruit cracking (a) Concentric fruit cracking and (b) Radial fruit cracking
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and one susceptible genotype (IPBT3). There was no genotype
that qualified as highly resistant. In this study, one of the
resistant genotypes and the susceptible genotype were used
as a parent for artificial crossing to assess the inheritance
pattern of fruit cracking resistance, which would facilitate
choosing the appropriate selection method for obtaining
plants resistant to fruit cracking.

Heritability: The key to success of the selection method was
determined by the appropriate selection criteria. Heritability
is one of the variables that can be used as a selection criterion
because it can provide an overview of the extent of the
observed appearance (phenotype), which is a reflection of the
genetic influence24. Characters that indicated a high broad
sense heritability values were plant height, leaf length, leaf
width, fruit length, fruit diameter, fruit size, thickness of the
flesh of fruit, number of locules, fruit hardness, number of fruit
per plant, weight per fruit, weight per plant and fruit cracking
index. Characters indicating moderate heritability values were
day to flowering, day to harvesting, total soluble solids and
water content of fruit (Table 2).

For the selection criteria, characters that showed high
heritability estimates and significantly correlated with fruit
cracking index were used. The heritability estimates could be
used to select the characters that would be used as the
selection criteria32,33. The heritability estimates with high
selection criteria could be directly used for character selection
in the initial generations34,35. Some other studies on tomato
also showed high heritability values in the character number
of flowers per bunches36, the locule number37 and the number
of fruit per bunch38. The high broad sense heritability implies
that the character was observed and controlled more by
genetic factors rather than by environmental factors and the
genetic   diversity  was  expressed  in  the  plant  phenotypic
appearance20.  Emmons  and  Scott3  showed  a  high  level  of
broad sense heritability for cuticle-cracking incidence in
tomato.

Phenotype and genotype correlation: Correlation results of
phenotype and genotype showing the relationship among the
characters are presented in Table 3. The results of phenotype
correlation showed that leaf length, leaf width, fruit hardness,

Table 2: Heritability of some tomato characters
Characters h2bs Criteria Character h2bs Criteria
Plant height 0.76 High Locule number 0.97 High
Leaf length 0.75 High Total soluble solids 0.35 Moderate
Leaf width 0.75 High Fruit hardness 0.70 High
Day to flowering 0.39 Moderate Water content of fruit 0.38 Moderate
Day to harvesting 0.41 Moderate Number of fruit per plant 0.85 High
Fruit length 0.92 High Weight per fruit 0.93 High
Fruit diameter 0.91 High Weight per plant 0.62 High
Fruit size 0.89 High Fruit cracking index 0.96 High
Thickness of the flesh of fruit 0.82 High
h2bs: Broad sense heritability

Table 3: Phenotype and genotype correlation among characters with fruit cracking
Characters PH LL LW DF DH FL FD FS TFF NL TSS FH WC NFP WPF WPF FCI
PH 1.00 !0.11sn !0.25* 0.16ns !0.17ns !0.1ns 0.39** 0.13ns 0.00ns 0.48** 0.05ns 0.13ns 0.06ns !0.20ns 0.24* 0.20ns !0.06ns

LL 0.08ns 1.00 0.85** 0.15ns 0.35** 0.56** 0.06ns 0.41** 0.50** !0.41** 0.25* 0.20sn !0.21* !0.36** 0.28* !0.18ns 0.40**

LW !0.02ns 0.97** 1.00 0.09ns 0.27* 0.47** !0.07ns 0.29* 0.50** !0.43** 0.16ns 0.21ns !0.20ns !0.20ns 0.15ns !0.11ns 0.32**

DF 0.43* 0.76** 0.67** 1.00 0.41** 0.47** 0.20ns 0.43** 0.39** !0.14ns 0.19ns 0.30** !0.21ns !0.33** 0.37** !0.01ns 0.29*

DH 0.29ns 0.81** 0.67** 0.98** 1.00 0.55** 0.27* 0.52** 0.37** !0.21ns 0.25* 0.27* !0.27* !0.45** 0.44** !0.16ns 0.38**

FL 0.08ns 0.78** 0.69** 0.76** 0.76** 1.00 0.32** 0.86** 0.80** !0.39** 0.33** 0.39** !0.43** !0.69** 0.54** !0.12ns 0.60**

FD 0.65** 0.38* 0.22ns 0.22ns 0.63** 0.48** 1.00 0.76** 0.43** 0.65** !0.06ns 0.00ns !0.02ns !0.59** 0.71** 0.38** 0.07ns

FS 0.38* 0.69** 0.55** 0.80** 0.80** 0.92** 0.84** 1.00 0.78** 0.08ns 0.19ns 0.27* !0.31** !0.79** 0.76** 0.12ns 0.45**

TFF 0.19ns 0.76** 0.71** 0.75** 0.70** 0.92** 0.61** 0.91** 1.00 !0.22** 0.16ns 0.28* !0.41** !0.62** 0.46** !0.02ns 0.58**

NL 0.63** !0.27ns !0.33ns 0.06ns 0.04ns !0.30ns 0.68** 0.15ns !0.13ns 1.00 !0.25* !0.28* 0.34** !0.04ns 0.25* 0.49** !0.38**

TSS 0.39* 0.77** 0.66** 0.99** 0.95** 0.74** 0.49** 0.71** 0.65** !0.04ns 1.00 0.40** !0.22* !0.33** 0.16ns !0.38** 0.28*

FH 0.25ns 0.48** 0.55** 0.71** 0.70** 0.66** 0.32ns 0.59** 0.61** !0.20ns 0.72 1.00 !0.37** !0.31** 0.23* !0.28ns 0.31**

WC 0.36* 0.57** 0.51** 0.87** 0.91** 0.41* 0.52** 0.50** 0.42* 0.25ns 0.90** 0.44* 1.00 0.29ns !0.25* 0.07ns !0.49**

NFP !0.22ns !0.49** !0.29ns !0.57** !0.80** !0.78** !0.66** !0.91** !0.72** !0.04ns !0.67** !0.46* 0.47** 1.00 !0.72** 0.17ns !0.49**

WPF 0.26ns 0.34ns 0.15ns 0.58** 0.67** 0.58** 0.76** 0.82** 0.51** 0.24ns !0.36* 0.33ns !0.41* !0.81** 1.00 0.34** 0.31**

WPP 0.26ns !0.35ns !0.31ns !0.17ns !0.43* !0.18ns 0.47** 0.13ns !0.06ns 0.62** !0.64** !0.33ns 0.15ns 0.07ns 0.31ns 1.00 !0.29*

FCI !0.06sn 0.47** 0.37* 0.53** 0.62** 0.64** 0.09ns 0.50** 0.65** !0.39* 0.48** 0.36* !0.80** !0.54** 0.34ns !0.35ns 1.00
*Significant, **Highly significant, nsNot significant, PH: Plant height, LL: Leaf length, LW: Leaf  width,  DF:  Day  to  flowering,  DH:  Day  to  harvesting,  FL:  Fruit  length,
FD:  Fruit  diameter,  FS:  Fruit  size, TFF:  Thickness  of  the  flesh  o f  fruit,  NC:  No.  of locules, TSS:  Total soluble solids, FH:  Fruit hardness, WC: Water content of fruit,
NFP: No. of fruit per plant, WPF: Weight per fruit, WPP: Weight per plant, FCI: Fruit cracking index. Phenotype correlation values: Upper right diagonal, genotype
correlation values: Lower left diagonal
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day to harvesting, fruit length, fruit diameter, weight per plant,
fruit size and thickness of the flesh of fruit have a positive
significant correlation with fruit cracking index. However, the
locule number, water content of fruit, number of fruit per
plant and weight per plant showed a negative significant
correlation with fruit cracking index. Genotype correlation also
revealed similar results, except weight per fruit and weight per
plant that were not significant. The positive correlation of the
characters suggests that inclusion of these characters will
increase the fruit cracking index. Similarly, inclusion of the
negatively correlated characters would lower the fruit cracking
index. These results show that genotypes with fruit cracking
resistance exhibit lengthy and broad leaves, less number of
days for flowering and harvesting, larger sized fruit, thicker
fruit flesh, less locule number, high total soluble solids, high
fruit thickness, low water content and less number of fruit per
plant. Improvement of these characters would increase the
resistance to fruit cracking. These findings were consistent
with those reported by Wahyuni et al.30 who showed that the
characters leaf length, leaf width, day to flowering, day to
harvesting and fruit length were correlated with fruit cracking.

Path analysis: The high correlation indicated only the close
relationship between the characters but could not indicate the
causality24. Path analysis could be used to determine the
causality and could distinguish between direct and indirect
influence39. The characters tested using path analysis were
those that showed a significant correlation with the primary
character (fruit cracking index). Based on the path analysis
(Table 4), the characters that have a major influence on fruit
cracking were leaf width, fruit length, thickness of the flesh of
fruit, locule number, total  soluble  solids,  number  of  fruit  per

plant and weight per plant. The characters leaf width, fruit
size, number of fruit per plant and weight per fruit showed a
direct influence that was negative, which implies that the
indirect influence was the cause of the correlation31.

The strategy to determine the characters that could be
used as effective selection criteria could be derived from the
magnitude of the direct influence on fruit cracking index,
correlation between characters and fruit cracking index and
correlation difference between free characters with the direct
influence of those characters on fruit cracking index. If these
tasks could be accomplished, then the highly efficient
characters could be used as the selection criteria24. Based on
that determination, the characters that contributed the largest
direct influence and the total indirect small influence were the
number of locules and thickness of the flesh of fruit. The path
analysis scheme for identifying the characters related to fruit
cracking index is shown in Fig. 2.
Based on the heritability value, correlation coefficients

and path coefficient, the characters that could be used as the
selection  criteria  for  determining  fruit  cracking  resistance
were the locule number  and  thickness  of  the  flesh  of  fruit.
This  observation  was  consistent  with  Peet9 who reported
that a thin fruit flesh was a fruit character that indicated
susceptibility to fruit cracking.

Inheritance pattern of fruit cracking: The parents that were
used for the analysis of gene action was the parent that was
resistant to fruit cracking, based on the selection result in the
previous study. The IPBTT64 (P1) as a resistant parent to fruit
cracking  and  IPBT3  (P2)  is  a  susceptible  parent  to fruit
cracking. The results showed that the F1 generation and
backcross to the female parent (BCP1) produced the plants
that were resistant to fruit cracking.

Table 4: Direct and indirect influence of each character on fruit cracking index
Characters Direct influence LL LW DF DH PB FS TFF NL TSS FH WC NFP WPF WPP Total
LL 0.033 !0.002 0.000 0.000 0.004 !0.003 0.004 !0.006 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.032
LW !0.087 !0.002 0.000 !0.001 !0.009 0.006 !0.009 0.017 !0.001 0.001 0.001 !0.003 0.000 !0.001 !0.089
DF 0.045 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.004 !0.005 0.004 !0.003 0.001 !0.001 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.049
DH 0.039 0.000 !0.001 0.001 0.004 !0.005 0.004 !0.004 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.042
FL 0.211 0.004 !0.009 0.004 0.004 !0.042 0.035 !0.038 0.004 !0.004 !0.003 0.027 !0.001 0.004 0.197
FS !0.234 !0.003 0.006 !0.005 !0.005 !0.042 !0.035 !0.009 !0.003 0.003 0.003 !0.034 0.001 0.004 !0.353
TFF 0.235 0.004 !0.009 0.004 0.004 0.035 !0.035 !0.033 0.002 !0.003 !0.005 0.021 !0.001 0.004 0.223
NL 0.460 !0.006 0.017 !0.003 !0.004 !0.038 !0.009 !0.033 !0.007 0.006 0.006 0.003 !0.001 !0.033 0.359
TSS 0.063 0.001 !0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004 !0.003 0.002 !0.007 !0.001 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.004 0.066
FH !0.048 0.000 0.001 !0.001 0.000 !0.004 0.003 !0.003 0.006 !0.001 0.001 !0.003 0.000 !0.002 !0.052
WC 0.036 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 !0.003 0.003 !0.005 0.006 0.000 0.001 !0.002 0.000 0.000 0.034
NFP !0.184 0.002 !0.003 0.003 0.003 0.027 !0.034 0.021 0.003 0.004 !0.003 !0.002 !0.001 0.005 !0.159
WPF !0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 !0.001 0.001 !0.001 !0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 !0.001 0.000 !0.008
WPP !0.146 0.001 !0.001 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.004 0.004 !0.033 0.004 !0.002 0.000 0.005 0.000 !0.161
LL: Leaf length, LW: Leaf width, DF: Day to flowering, DH: Day to harvesting, FS: Fruit size, TFF: Thickness of the flesh of fruit, NL: No. of locules, TSS:  Total soluble solids,
FH: Fruit hardness, WC: Water content of fruit, NFP: No. of fruit per plant, WPF: Weight per fruit, WPP: Weight per plant
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Fig. 2: Path analysis diagram of some characters against fruit cracking index

Table 5: Chi-square values of resistance to fruit cracking in P1, P2, BCP1, BCP2 and F2 generations
Generations Phenotypes Ratio Expectance Observation χ2 count χ2 tab
P1 100% resistant
P2 100% susceptible
F1 100% resistant
BCP1 100% resistant
BCP2 Resistant:Susceptible 1:3 17.75:53.25 27: 44 3.21ns 3.84
F2 Resistant:Susceptible 9:7 102.94:80.06 115: 68 3.63ns 3.84
χ2 count: Chi-square test value,  χ2 tab: Table value, P1: Female parent, P2: Male parent, F1: First generation, F1R: First reciprocity generation, BCP1: Backcross to the
female parent, BCP2: Backcross to the male parent, F2: Second generation

In the present study, the F1 and BCP1 generations skewed
toward the resistant parent were obtained using the resistant
parent IPBT64 hybridized with the susceptible parent IPBT3.
The resistance of the BCP2 generation following hybridization
was  also  skewed  toward the susceptible parent. The F2
generation skewed toward the resistant parent, suggesting
that fruit cracking resistance had a greater dominant effect
than susceptibility, which is inconsistent with previous
breeding experience, in which the F1 population showed a
tendency toward either one of the parents with fruit cracking
in  breeding.  However,  the  F1  generations  of  hybrid
combinations from the resistant plants showed different
degrees of fruit cracking15.

The results of Mendel analysis in F2 generation showed
that the ratio was 9 resistant: 7 cracking. Furthermore, the
phenotype ratio in backcross population to male parent
(BCP2) was 1 resistant: 3 cracking (Table 5). This showed that
fruit cracking was controlled by two pairs of genes with
double recessive epistasis or complete dominance by both
complementary genes. When one of the genes was
homozygous recessive, that gene suppressed or covered other
phenotypic characters. The same phenotype was produced by
both genotype homozygous recessives40,41. Complementation
between certain dominant genes and other dominant genes
was necessary. The illustration of resistant genotypes to fruit
cracking was FC1-FC2-, whereas the susceptible genotypes to
fruit  cracking  were  FC1-fc2,  fc1FC2-  and  fc1-fc2-.  AVRDC16,

Young17,  Amstrong  and  Tompson18  and    Hernandez  and
Nassar19 concluded that fruit cracking in tomato is controlled
by single or multiple genes (qualitative) that have a partial
dominant trait. Emmons  and  Scott3  and   Wahyuni  et  al.30

proved that fruit cracking is controlled by polygenes
(quantitative). Estimatation of gene effects indicated that
dominant effects were the major contribution for pepper fruit
cracking. However, there were also a significant additive effect
and an epistatic effect in other parental plants10. The breeding
method for the development of tomato plants resistant to fruit
cracking was the pedigree method.

CONCLUSION

The genotypes that are resistant to fruit cracking based
on the number of cracking fruit percentage, percentage of
fruit weight and fruit cracking index were IPBT4, IPBT56,
IPBT60, IPBT64, IPBT83 and IPBT85. The genotypes that are
susceptible to fruit cracking was IPBT3. The number of locules
and thickness of the flesh of fruit could be used as the
selection criteria for fruit cracking because they have a high
direct influence on fruit cracking index and have a high
heritability. The fruit cracking index in tomato was controlled
by two pairs of double recessive epistasis genes or complete
domination by both the genes that were complementary. The
selection method for the development of tomato resistant to
fruit cracking was the pedigree method.
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SIGNIFICANT STATEMENTS

The resistance genotypes to fruit cracking are IPBT64 and
the susceptible genotype in IPBT3. The resistance genotypes
can be used as a donor parent for superior genotypes and fruit
cracking resistance. The number of locules and pericarp
thickness can be used as selection criteria for fruit cracking
resistance. Inheritance of tomato fruit cracking controlled by
two pairs of double resessive epistasis gene or complete
dominance. This is consistent with previous study show that
fruit cracking resistance is controlled by two genes, but
contrary  to  previous   study  says  that  the  fruit  cracking
resistance  gene  controlled  by single genes and other study
show that the fruit cracking resistance of fruit controlled
polygenic
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